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ABSTRACT
Recent Planck observations have revealed some of the important statistical prop-
erties of synchrotron and dust polarisation, namely, the B to E mode power and
temperature-E (TE) mode cross-correlation. In this paper, we extend our analysis in
Kandel et al. (2017) that studied B to E mode power ratio for polarised dust emission
to include TE cross-correlation and develop an analogous formalism for synchrotron
signal, all using a realistic model of magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) turbulence. Our
results suggest that the Planck results for both synchrotron and dust polarisation can
be understood if the turbulence in the Galaxy is sufficiently sub-Alfvénic. We also
show how B to E ratio as well as the TE cross-correlation can be used to study media
magnetisation, compressibility, and level of density-magnetic field correlation.
Key words: polarisation - turbulence - dust - extinction - synchrotron - ISM: mag-
netic fields
1 INTRODUCTION
The dominant CMB foreground at frequencies . 100 GHz
comes from synchrotron emission, which is produced by the
interaction of cosmic rays with the Galactic magnetic field
lines, and its polarisation is orthogonal both to the line-of-
sight (LOS) and to the magnetic field direction (Ribicki &
Lightman 1979). On the other hand, at frequencies & 100
GHz, this dominant cosmic microwave background (CMB)
foreground is thermal emission from oblate dust grains,
which are aligned with their longest axes perpendicular to
the magnetic field. As the dust emission is more efficient
along its longest axes, a linear polarisation orthogonal to
magnetic field direction and the LOS is generated. The fluc-
tuation of polarised synchrotron emission, and therefore its
polarisation properties, depends on magnetic-field fluctua-
tion, whereas the fluctuation of polarised dust emission de-
pends on both the fluctuation of magnetic-field and dust
density. As the ISM is turbulent (see Armstrong et al. 1995;
Chepurnov & Lazarian 2010; see also McKee & Ostriker
2007 for a review), these fluctuations naturally arise due to
the turbulent motions in the ISM.
Recent Planck observations have revealed several im-
portant statistical properties of the dust (Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2016a) and synchrotron (Adam et al. 2016) polar-
isation in terms of the angular power spectrum at the inter-
mediate and high Galactic latitudes. This paper attempts
to connect the Planck measurements with theoretical pre-
dictions, using magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model of tur-
bulence.
To study polarisation properties, it is often convenient
to decompose a polarisation map into two rotational invari-
ant modes: E, B, and T (temperature) modes. For a ran-
domly oriented map, E and B modes are expected to have
equal power. However, observations of dust polarisation in
the intermediate to high latitude of our Galaxy suggest that
the power in B mode is half of that in E mode (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016a). Similarly, observations of syn-
chrotron polarisation suggest that the power in B mode
is about one-third of that in E mode (Adam et al. 2016).
(Caldwell et al. 2017, hereafter CHK17) and Kandel et al.
(2017, hereafter KLP17) have attempted to explain the re-
sults Planck observation of dust polarisation in the context
of MHD turbulence. In particular, KLP17 concluded that
the observed E/B power ratio of dust emission is consistent
with the MHD turbulence model as long as turbulence in the
intermediate to high Galactic latitudes is sub-Alfvénic. In
addition, the recent paper (Akrami et al. 2018) suggest de-
tection of positive value ∼ 0.36 for the TE cross-correlation
in Planck dust emission maps. That gives another handle
for contrasting the models to observations.
In this paper, we extend our previous study in KLP17
so as to gain a complete picture of statistics of dust polari-
sation, and develop a similar statistical framework to study
synchrotron polarisation in our Galaxy. Relative to KLP17
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our new contributions in this paper are the study of temper-
ature and E-polarisation (TE) correlation for dust emission
and complete study of B/E power ratio and TE correla-
tions for the Galactic synchrotron. As we will show later in
this paper, TE cross-correlation for dust and synchrotron
polarisation can be a unique probe to studying media com-
pressibility and MHD mode contributions, and testing the
density-magnetic field correlation in the ISM. Moreover, we
show how Planck’s observed results for B/E powers of dust
and synchrotron polarisation are consistent with the model
of MHD turbulence.
The study of dust and synchrotron polarised emission
is of particular interest in the context of CMB foregrounds
(see Gold et al. 2011). At angular scales between 10′ and a
few tens of degrees, cosmological B-mode polarisation sig-
nals imprinted during the epoch of inflation may be present.
As gravitational waves in the inflationary era of our universe
produce these modes, the detection of a primordial B-mode
polarisation signature would be a significant discovery, and
is one of the major scientific goals of many CMB experiments
like BICEP2 (BICEP2 Collaboration et al. 2014), Keck-
array (Staniszewski et al. 2012), POLARBEAR (Arnold
et al. 2010). Since the E and B mode signals from infla-
tion are expected to be small in amplitude, accurate mea-
surement and subtraction of foreground contamination is
important to the measurement of primordial E and B mode
polarisation. Therefore, theoretical modelling such as what
will be developed in this paper will be useful in understand-
ing and properly subtracting CMB foregrounds.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Sec. 2,
we describe MHD turbulence as a mix of three MHD modes
and formulate the density and magnetic field fluctuations
induced by these modes. We present the general formalism
for E/B decomposition of a polarisation map in Sec. 3. In
Sec. 4, we present a model we adopt in this paper for E and B
polarisation amplitudes, as well as temperature fluctuation
amplitude induced by fluctuations of dust and synchrotron
emission. In Sec. 5, we present our results for B/E ratios and
TE cross-correlations of synchrotron and dust polarisation.
Finally, we discuss the possible implications of our results
in Sec. 6.
2 MODE DESCRIPTION OF MHD
TURBULENCE
In this section we briefly explain the physical foundations of
the MHD model and define the quantities that are used for
our calculation in the paper.
The work of Goldreich & Sridhar (1995, hereafter GS95)
has pushed substantial progress in the theory of incom-
pressible MHD turbulence. The GS95 model predicts a Kol-
mogorov velocity spectrum and scale-dependent anisotropy,
and these predictions have been confirmed numerically (Cho
& Vishniac 2000; Maron & Goldreich 2001), and are in good
agreement with observations (see Cho et al. 2003). An im-
portant property of incompressible MHD turbulence is that
fluid motions perpendicular to the magnetic field are iden-
tical to hydrodynamic motions, thus providing a physical
insight as to why in some respect MHD turbulence and hy-
drodynamic turbulence are similar, while in other respect
they are different.
MHD turbulence is in general compressible. The de-
scription of incompressible MHD turbulence was extended
to account for compressibility of turbulent media in Cho &
Lazarian (2002, 2003) by decomposing motions into basic
MHD modes (Alfvén, slow and fast). The Alfvénic and slow
modes keep the scaling and anisotropy of the incompressible
MHD, while fast modes shows different scaling and exhibits
isotropy in power spectrum.
The properties of MHD turbulence depend on the de-
gree of magnetization, which can be characterised by the
Alfvén Mach number MA = VL/a, where VL is the injection
velocity at the scale L and a is the Alfvén velocity. For super-
Alfvénic turbulence, i.e.MA  1, magnetic forces should not
be important in the vicinity of injection scale, thus at these
scales, turbulence statistics are effectively isotropic. For sub-
Alfvénic turbulence, i.e. MA < 1, magnetic forces are im-
portant, and turbulence statistics is highly anisotropic. An-
other important parameter is the plasma β (≡ Pgas/Pmag),
which characterises compressibility of a gas cloud. Formally,
β →∞ denotes incompressible regime.
Now we briefly describe statistical properties of the fluc-
tuations of magnetic and density fields induced by motions
in three MHD modes, and define the quantities that are used
in our calculations in this paper. The line of sight (LOS) is
assumed to be along the z axis, and the mean field H0 =
H0(sin θ, 0, cos θ) is assumed to be aligned in the x−z plane
making an angle θ with the LOS. We consider perturbations
with two-dimensional wavevector K = K(cosψ, sinψ, 0) in
the x−y plane of the sky, as observations effectively give the
two dimensional sky maps. The angle α between wavevector
and magnetic field is then cosα = sin θ cosψ.
The power-spectrum of magnetic field perturbation for
Alfvén, slow and fast modes are given by (see Cho & Lazar-
ian 2002; CHK17)
Pa,H(k, α) =
1
a2
Fa(α)Pa(k) , (1)
Ps,H(k, α) =
2
a2D−+
Fs(α)Ps(k)
(1 +D2++/D2−− tan2 α)
, (2)
and
Pf,H(k, α) =
2
a2D++
Ff (α)Pf (k)
(1 +D2−+/D2+− tan2 α)
, (3)
where a ≡ H0/√4piρ0 is the Alfvén speed and D±± = 1 ±√
D ± β/2 , and D = (1 + β/2)2 − 2β cos2 α .
In Eqs. (1), (2) and (3), P (k)F (α) describes anisotropic
power, which contains factorised scale dependent part and
an angle dependent part. The anisotropic dependence of the
power spectrum applicable for Alfvén and slow modes is
given by (GS95)
Fa,s(α) = exp
[
−M
−4/3
A |cosα|
(sin2 α)1/3
]
. (4)
Note that the model of Fa,s(α) used in KLP17 omit the
square root of the angular argument. However, this does
not noticeably change the results for dust polarisation pa-
rameters.
Since the power spectrum of fast mode is isotropic, we
take Ff(α) = 1 from now on.
In order to study dust polarisation, we also need to
define power spectrum of the density fluctuations. Within
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our model, Alfvén modes cannot induce any density fluctu-
ations, the only contribution to density fluctuations comes
from fast and slow compressible modes. Under the assump-
tion of frozen-in magnetic field, the power spectrum of frac-
tional density fluctuations for slow and fast modes can be
written as (see KLP17)
Ps,ρ(k, α) =
2
a2D−+
sin2 2αFs(α)Ps(k)
(D2−− cos2 α+D2++ sin2 α)
, (5)
and
Pf,ρ(k, α) =
2
a2D++
sin2 2αFf (α)Pf (k)
(D2+− cos2 α+D2−+ sin2 α)
. (6)
In order to study dust polarisation properties, besides
the power spectrum of density field and magnetic field, one
also needs knowledge of density-magnetic field correlation.
Following our development in KLP17, we assume that den-
sity and magnetic field are uncorrelated. A detailed justi-
fication of the validity of this approximation is based on
the process of fast magnetic reconnection in turbulent flu-
ids Lazarian & Vishniac (1999) and has been supported by
the observations of the marginal correlation of density and
magnetic field strength in diffuse media (see Crutcher et al.
2010). We provide more justification of this point in KLP17.
This is different from CHK17 who have assumed the perfect
flux-freezing condition. In KLP17 we have shown that the
difference between two models is small for E/B power ra-
tio. However later in this paper, we’ll show that the 〈TE〉
correlation has sensitivity and discriminatory power to the
correlation between the dust density and the magnetic field.
In summary, the model of MHD turbulence we pre-
sented has the following main parameters: MA, and β.
Anisotropy is highly sensitive to MA (see equation 4). Ul-
timately, observational data should be used to place limits
in space of physical parameters, MA and β. Another con-
sideration that needs to be made is the model of density
fluctuations, and their correlation with the magnetic field.
3 GENERAL FORMALISM OF E AND B
DECOMPOSITION OF POLARISATION
MAP AND THEIR POWERS
In this section, we briefly give details of the mathemati-
cal characterisation of linear polarisation maps, and various
polarisation parameters that are used to characterise these
maps.
The linearly polarised emission is conveniently de-
scribed by Stokes parameters I(θ), Q(θ) and U(θ), mea-
sured with respect to a reference axes in the two-dimensional
sky. In cosmological context, intensity I(θ) is interpreted as
temperature T (θ). polarisation part can also be written as
a complex polarisation Π(θ) = Q(θ) + iU(θ). The complex
polarisation, for optically thin emission, is related to the
polarised emissivity Π as
Π(nˆ) =
∫ ∞
0
dr Π(rnˆ) , (7)
where nˆ is the 3-dimensional unit vector pointing towards a
given direction in the sky. The polarised emissivity can be
represented in Fourier space as
Π(rnˆ) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3 Π(k)e
ik·nˆr , (8)
where k is the three-dimensional wave-vector.
The Stokes parametersQ and U transform under a right
handed rotation nˆ by an angle α as
Q′ = Q cos 2α+ U sin 2α
U ′ = −Q sin 2α+ U cos 2α , (9)
and thus the complex polarisation transform under rotation
by an angle α as a spin-2 field:
Π(nˆ)→ e∓2iαΠ(nˆ) . (10)
It is more convenient to represent the polarisation field
in terms of rotationally invariant (scalar) modes: E and B
modes. In the flat sky approximation, the E and B modes
are related to Q and U parameters in Fourier space as (see
Kamionkowski & Kovetz 2016)
(E˜ + iB˜)(`) = (Q˜+ iU˜)e−2iψ` , (11)
where ψ` is the angle ` makes with θˆx. The E−polarisation
is a completely curl-free mode, whereas the B−polarisation
is completely divergence-free. This decomposition of polar-
isation map into E and B is particularly useful in cosmo-
logical context, as B modes in the early universe can only
be produced by gravitational waves from inflation, and thus
detection of primordial B modes can be a unique support to
the inflation model.
For a rotationally invariant scalar quantity Q =
(E,B, T ), under the assumption of statistical isotropy, one
can show that the angular power spectrum of Q, CQQ` , is
related to the 3D power spectrum of the emissivity of the
same component PQQ(k) as
CQQ` =
∫
dr
∫
dr′ 2
pi
∫
dk k2PQQ(k)j`(kr)j`(kr′) , (12)
where we used the definition of the power spectrum of po-
larised emissivity of Q
〈Q(k)Q(k′)〉 ≡ (2pi)3δ(k − k′)PQQ(k) . (13)
Assuming PQQ to be slowly-varying function of k, which
is the so-called Limber’s approximation finally allows us to
write
CQQ` =
∫
dr 1
r2
PQQ
(
k = l + 1/2
r
)
. (14)
Using equation (14), one can obtain the power of both
E and B polarisation. If one considers a single MHD mode
giving rise to fluctuations of polarisation, the ratio of powers
in E and B polarisation modes is simply given by the ra-
tio CEE` /CBB` , each averaged suitably over 3D angles, and
is independent of `. However, as it will be shown later, if
the one considers fluctuations arising from different MHD
modes, this ratio is dependent on `, albeit weakly.
In addition to power spectra of T , E, and B, polarisa-
tion maps are also described by correlations between them.
The temperature and E modes are symmetric under re-
flection, thus have the same parity, whereas the B mode
is asymmetric under reflection, thus has odd parity. This
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2017)
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immediately means that the power PEB = PTB = 0, and
therefore the temperature/polarisation maps are completely
determined by the four powers PEE , PBB , PTT and PTE
(Kamionkowski & Kovetz 2016).
4 E AND B MODE DESCRIPTION OF DUST
AND SYNCHROTRON POLARISATION
In this section, we present theoretical framework to study
dust and synchrotron polarisation in the context of MHD
turbulence, which consists of three modes: incompressible
Alfvén mode, and compressible fast and slow modes. We
provide expressions of E and B powers for each MHD mode,
for both dust and synchrotron polarisation.
4.1 E and B mode description of synchrotron and
dust polarisation
Synchrotron emission arises due to the motion of relativistic
electrons in magnetised regions. The emission is essentially
non-linear in the magnetic field H, due to relativistic effects.
Such emission is linearly polarised.
The observed two-dimensional projection of an emitting
volume has polarised emissivity of the following form
sync = Q + iU = AsyncHγsync⊥ (Hx + iHy)
2 , (15)
where Async is a normalisation constant that depends on
several parameters such as the number density of relativis-
tic electrons, H⊥ is the sky-projected magnetic field which
depends on X = (x, y) is the 2D position vector on the sky,
and γsync is, generally, a fractional power. For the galactic
synchrotron emission, γsync is found to take an approximate
value of 0 (see Getmantsev 1959; Chibisov & Ptuskin 1981;
Lazarian & Shutenkov 1990). Since the synchrotron polarisa-
tion axis is perpendicular to the sky projected magnetic field
(Rybicki & Lightman 2008), we take Async < 0, and as we
will see later, this sign is important for TE cross-correlation.
Dust emission, one the other hand, is primarily thermal
emission from dust grains with their longest dimension per-
pendicularly aligned with the magnetic field. Despite being
of different origin, dust emission is also linearly polarised
with the direction of polarisation reflecting the magnetic
field and its emissivity can be cast in a similar form to syn-
chrotron
P = Q + iU = AdndHγd(Hx + iHy)2 . (16)
For γd = −2, the polarised emission is independent of mag-
netic field strength. In equation (16), nd is dust density
which we take to be proportional to gas density (see Lazar-
ian & Yan 2002), and Ad < 0 is a constant, and its value is
taken to be negative so that the dust polarisation is perpen-
dicular to the direction of magnetic field.
We now write down the expressions for E and B power
for each MHD mode for both synchrotron and dust polarisa-
tion using Appendix A. Proportionality to inhomogeneous
dust density is one of the main differences between the dust
emission in comparison with synchrotron which is propor-
tional to electron density that we consider homogeneous.
Similarly, while dust polarisation is dependent on 3d struc-
ture of the magnetic field, synchrotron polarisation is sensi-
tive only to the sky projection of magnetic field.
The E and B synchrotron powers are presented in Eqs.
(A9) - (A12). For Alfvén modes, we have
〈E˜2〉sync,a ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+2 cos2 θ sin2 ψ
×
(2− γsync cos 2ψ
sinα
)2
Pa,H(α) , (17)
and
〈B˜2〉sync,a ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+2 cos2 θ cos2 ψ
×
(
2 + 2γsync sin2 ψ
sinα
)2
Pa,H(α) , (18)
where Pa,H(α) is defined in Eq. (1). Similarly, for slow and
fast modes, we have
〈E˜2〉sync,i ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+4 sin4 ψ
×
(2− γsync cos 2ψ
sinα
)2
Pi,H(α) , (19)
and
〈B˜2〉sync,i ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+4 sin2 ψ cos2 ψ
×
(
2 + 2γsync sin2 ψ
sinα
)2
Pi,H(α) , (20)
where Pi,H(α) indicates the power spectrum of magnetic
field of slow and fast modes, defined in Eqs. (2) and (3).
These expressions simplify significantly for γsync = 0, which
is the observationally motivated index for Galactic syn-
chrotron emission.
Similarly, for dust polarisation, the E and B powers are
given Eqs. (A22) - (A25). For Alfvén modes, we have
〈E˜2〉d,a ∝ sin2 2θ sin
2 ψ
sin2 αPa,H(α) , (21)
and
〈B˜2〉d,a ∝ sin2 2θ cos
2 ψ
sin2 α Pa,H(α) . (22)
Similarly, for slow and fast modes, with the assumption of
uncorrelated density and magnetic field, we have
〈E˜2〉d,i ∝ sin
4 θ(1− cos 2ψ(1 + γd sin2 α))2
sin2 α Pi,H(α)
+ sin4 θ cos2 2ψPi,ρ(α) , (23)
and
〈B˜2〉d,i ∝ sin
4 θ sin2 2ψ(1 + γd sin2 α)2
sin2 α Pi,H(α)
+ sin4 θ sin2 2ψPi,ρ(α) , (24)
where Pi,ρ(α) indicates density power spectrum of slow and
fast modes, defined in Eqs. (5) and (6).
One of the main quantity of interests in this paper is
the ratio of B to E power. Since Planck measurement of
both dust and synchrotron reveal a rather uniform B/E ratio
across different patches of the sky, where magnetic orienta-
tions could be rather different, it is meaningful to calculate
the angle averaged B/E ratio. Therefore, we follow the pro-
cedure of CHK17, and define the B/E power ratio as
R =
∫
dΩ〈B˜2〉∫
dΩ〈E˜2〉 . (25)
Here dΩ = sin θ dθ dψ. Equally, one could carry out the
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2017)
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following transformation cos θ = sinα cos$, sin θ sinψ =
sinα sin$, and sin θ cosψ = cosα, such that the differential
volume can be equivalently written as dΩ = sinα dα d$.
If the ratio is computed for the powers in individual
mode, the k dependence In general, MHD turbulence con-
tains a mixture of MHD modes, each with different wave
spectrum, and therefore in such cases, one has to use the full
expression given by Eq. (A30). However, as one can clearly
see from Eq. (A30), the dependence of the B/E ratio on ` is
very weak, and therefore, we ignore this dependence in our
calculations later in this paper, and instead, by assuming
equal power in all three MHD modes at injection scale, use
R = Pa,B + Ps,B + Pf,B
Pa,E + Ps,E + Pf,E
, (26)
where Pa,E , Pa,B are the amplitudes of power of E mode and
B mode, respectively, of Alfvén mode, and so on for fast and
slow modes.
4.2 TE cross-correlation for synchrotron and dust
polarisation
Another important measure of polarisation is the
temperature-E (TE) correlation. The brightness tem-
perature of the polarised emission is proportional to its
intensity. Thus, fluctuations of intensity, which arises from
the fluctuations of the magnetic field for synchrotron
and from fluctuations of both the magnetic field and the
dust density for dust, give rise to temperature fluctua-
tions. Taking intensity of synchrotron polarisation to be
Isync ∝ Hγsync+2⊥ , and intensity of dust polarisation to be
Idust ∝ nd we have
δTsync = csyncHγsync+20 (sin θ)
γsync+1 δH⊥
H0
, (27)
and
δTdust = cdustδn , (28)
where csync, cdust are constants of proportionality. Using
equation (27) and (28), one can thus write the Fourier-
amplitude of temperature fluctuation projected through a
box of width ∆r as
T˜sync(`) = cT0
∆r
r2
(sin θ)γsync+1 δH˜x
H0
. (29)
Re-writing this into two transverse wave-vector modes: aˆ
(Alfvén) and θˆ (slow and fast), we have
T˜sync(`) ∝ (sin θ)γsync+1 sinψsinα
(
cos θ δH˜a
H0
+ sin θ sinψ δH˜p
H0
)
.
(30)
Similarly
T˜dust(`) ∝ δn˜(k)
n0
(31)
From equation (30) and (31), one can immediately see
that Alfvén modes do not contribute to temperature fluc-
tuations for dust polarisation, while they do contribute to
synchrotron temperature fluctuations. This apparent asym-
metry is due to the fact that while H is solenoidal, its sky
projection H⊥ is not.
Using equations (A7) and (30), we get temperature E-
mode (TE) and TT correlation for synchrotron due to Alfvén
mode as
〈TE〉sync,a ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+2 cos
2 θ sin2 ψ
sin2 α
× (2− γsync cos 2ψ)Pa,H(α) ,
(32)
and
〈TT 〉sync,a ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+2 cos
2 θ sin2 ψ
sin2 α Pa,H(α) . (33)
For compressible modes, we have
〈TE〉sync,i ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+4 sin
4 ψ
sin2 α
× (2− γsync cos 2ψ)Pi,H(α) ,
(34)
and
〈TT 〉sync,i ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+4 sin
4 ψ
sin2 αPi,H(α) . (35)
Similarly, using equations (A20) and (31), we have the
TE correlation for dust polarisation due to compressible
MHD modes as
〈TE〉d,i ∝ sin2 θ cos 2ψPi,ρ(α) . (36)
We are finally interested in the normalised cross-
correlation coefficient ri, which is
ri =
∫
dΩ 〈TE〉√∫
dΩ 〈TT 〉
√∫
dΩ 〈EE〉
. (37)
The ratio r has been recently measured by Planck, and will
thus be useful in comparing our predictions with data.
5 RESULTS FOR VARIOUS SYNCHROTRON
AND DUST POLARISATION PARAMETERS
Here we present most of our important results for syn-
chrotron and dust polarisation parameters: B/E power ra-
tio and TE cross-correlation. The detailed derivation of E
and B amplitude of dust polarisation and E/B power ratio
for three MHD modes are presented in our previous letter
KLP17, but for completeness, we still present this ratio in
this paper, along with E/B power ratio for synchrotron po-
larisation.
All the important derivations for E, B mode ampli-
tude, and power as well as temperature amplitude, along
with temperature-E mode cross-correlation of dust and syn-
chrotron are presented in the Appendix 4. Here we present
final results.
5.1 E/B power ratio for synchrotron and dust
polarisation
At lower frequency, the dominant foreground for CMB po-
larisation is the synchrotron polarisation. We numerically
characterise the various polarisation parameters of this po-
larisation for three different MHD modes at different Alfvén
Mach number, and plasma β. First, we calculate the am-
plitude of E, B power and their ratio using Eqs. (17)-(20)
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2017)
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with Eqs. (A26), (A27) and (25). When calculating B/E
power ratio of an equal mix of three MHD modes, we as-
sume equal power among each MHD mode at the injection
scale. In such case, Eq. (A30) suggests that the dependence
of B/E ratio to ` is weak, and therefore, we use Eq. (26),
ignoring the ` dependence altogether. Angular transforma-
tion, which facilitates easier evaluation of angular integrals
in these equations, is presented in the final paragraph of
Appendix. A.
Fig. 1 shows the amplitude of E and B power, and their
ratio for synchrotron polarisation. The upper and central
panels of Fig. 1 show that fast mode dominates in amplitude
at low β. This would naturally lead to the dominance of fast
mode on the B/E power ratio at the low β regime. Planck
measurement of synchrotron emission (Adam et al. 2016) at
intermediate to high Galactic latitude suggests a B/E power
ratio of ∼ 0.35. Since B/E power ratio due to the fast mode
is ∼ 0.7, suppression of fast mode is necessary to explain the
observed ratio. This suppression can in part be expected, as
most of the synchrotron emission comes from Galactic halo,
which is magnetically dominated and incompressible, and
thus the "shock-like" pure fast modes are expected to be
sub-dominant in such regions of the sky.
Looking at Fig. 1, one can see that the observed B/E
ratio can be achieved by Alfvén MHD mode if the turbu-
lence is sufficiently sub-Alfvénic with MA . 0.4. This is
consistent with the results from dust polarisation studies
(KLP17). Moreover, since slow modes always give a ratio
less than the observed ratio, the constraint for Alfvén Mach
number gets more relaxed if one considers a mix of Alfvén
and slow modes, as shown in Fig. 2.
At higher frequencies, the dominant CMB foreground
is dust. The ratio of E/B power for dust polarisation was
presented in KLP17. For completeness, here we repeat and
present those results1. The amplitude of power of E and
B polarisation mode and their ratio are calculated using
Eqs. (21) - (26). Fig. 3 shows the B/E ratios for each MHD
modes (left panel), for an equal mix of three MHD modes
(central panel), and equal mix of Alfvén and slow modes
(right panel). These plots suggest that the observed B/E
ratio of 0.5 can be explained as long as turbulence is sub-
Alfvénic, withMA . 0.5, and as long as fast-modes are sub-
dominant. These numbers are consistent with that inferred
from synchrotron polarisation results.
5.2 TE cross-correlation
We also compute TE cross-correlation for synchrotron po-
larisation using Eqs. (32) - (37). First, Alfvén mode con-
tributes to TE cross-correlation, which is distinct from dust
polarisation, where Alfvén modes do not contribute to TE
cross-correlation. Second, since both temperature fluctua-
tions and polarisation fluctuations come from magnetic field
fluctuations, we expect the TE cross-correlation to be rather
high. In fact, if all looks at (32) - (35), one can see that
for γsync = 0, the angular dependence of TE, TT and EE
are identical for each MHD mode, resulting in a TE cross-
correlation of 1. Moreover, the dependence of TE cross-
1 Note that KLP17 of E/B power ratio. Here we calculate B/E
power for consistency with synchrotron results.
correlation on γsync is rather weak. This has been illustrated
in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4. As one can clearly see, the
TE cross-correlation at β = 0.1 and γsync = 1 due to each
MHD mode is ∼ 1. Our numerical calculations also show
that the TE cross-correlation for synchrotron is only weakly
sensitive to plasma β. It would be interesting to compare this
prediction with observational results, but unfortunately we
are not aware of results on TE correlation of synchrotron
foreground.
Next, we compute the TE cross-correlation for dust po-
larisation using Eqs. (36) and (37). Unlike in synchrotron,
Alfvén modes do not induce any temperature fluctuations
and thus do not contribute to TE cross-correlation. The TE
cross-correlation for fast and slow modes are shown in the
right-hand panel of Fig. 4 at different plasma β. Our result
shows that the TE for slow modes is positive and & 0.4 for all
ranges of β,MA, which is distinct from synchrotron result,
which was negative for all range of parameters. Moreover,
fast modes give a positive TE for low β, while TE ∼ 0 at
β  1. Our result is in very good agreement with Planck
measurement of mean TE cross-correlation ∼ 0.36 for all
sky regions and for 5 . ` . 100 (see Fig 4 of Akrami et al.
2018). The only requirement for the consistency between
our result and Planck measurement is that fast mode be
sub-dominant, as fast mode give TE cross-correlation which
is either lower than ∼ 0.36 as measured by Planck or very
close to zero. We stress that in our model, the same condi-
tion of sub-dominant fast mode is also required (see Sec. 5.1)
to explain B/E power ratio observed by Planck. To sum, if
one considers mix of modes, our result supports the observa-
tional results provided by Planck that TE cross-correlation
is positive and about ∼ 0.36.
Looking at the right-hand panel of Fig. 4, one can also
infer several statistical properties of MHD turbulence. First,
measuring a large positive TE cross-correlation (as indicated
by CHK17) implies dominance of slow and Alfvén modes,
as well as suggest MA less than unity. Second, if observa-
tions show TE ≈ 0, one can infer that the slow mode con-
tribution to the turbulence is negligible, and only Alfvén
and fast modes could be important modes. Thus, TE cross-
correlation together with E/B power ratio, can be used to
infer the dominance of each MHD modes, and constrain im-
portant parameters of the turbulence like β,MA.
Looking at dust TE cross-correlation, we found that
unlike E/B power ratio, TE cross-correlation is sensitive to
correlation between magnetic field and density. Assuming
negligible correlation between magnetic field and density,
we were able to match theory with Planck measurements.
This is a serious physical difference from CHK17, which as-
sumes the perfect flux-freezing, which had been for decades
the paradigm for all astrophysical research. However, the
flux-freezing assumption based on the Alfvén (1942) theo-
rem is not valid in turbulent fluids. Turbulent reconnection
theory (Lazarian & Vishniac 1999) predicts fast magnetic re-
connection that is incompatible with the flux-freezing. This
violation has been demonstrated numerically in Eyink et al.
(2013). The Zeeman splitting observations in Crutcher et al.
(2010) show that up to certain threshold density there is
no magnetic field-density correlation that was assumed in
CHK17. This threshold density is related to the develop-
ment of the fast gravitational collapse of clumps (Lazarian
et al. 2012) and is much higher than the densities that we
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2017)
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Figure 1. E and B amplitudes, and their ratios for synchrotron polarisation, assuming γsync = 0. Upper row is for β = 0.1 and lower is
for β = 1. The dotted line shows the expected ratio of 0.35.
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Figure 2. Ratio of B to E power for synchrotron polarisation
assuming an equal mix of Alfvén and slow modes for γsync = 0.
The dotted line shows the expected ratio of 0.35.
encounter at high galactic latitudes. It is assuming no mag-
netic field-density correlation that we can account for the
observed value of the TE correlations. In fact, the reported
TE correlations can be used as yet another argument in fa-
vor of the flux-freezing violation in turbulent fluids (see more
examples in a review Lazarian et al. 2015).
5.3 Spectrum of power of E and B polarisation
modes
Although we focused on B/E power ratio as well as TE cross-
correlation of polarisation signals, spectral index of E and
B power is another important quantity of study. A simple
analysis using Eq. 14 shows that for Alfvén mode domi-
nated turbulence, the spectrum of E and B powers for syn-
chrotron polarisation should be close to Kolmogorov index,
i.e. PE(`), PB(`) ∝ `−11/3. However, this result is valid only
for large `, where the flat sky approximation is applicable.
At small `, the spectrum is expected to be shallower. CHK17
noted that the spectrum of E and B mode power for dust po-
larisation observed by Planck is about ∼ 2.42, different from
the expected Kolmogorov index of ∼ 3.67. Planck measure-
ment of synchrotron polarisation also reveals spectral index
approximately the same as for dust polarisation, which is
again different from expected Kolmogorov index. However,
as argued in Cho & Lazarian (2010), this disparity in the
spectral index might be due to the non-trivial geometry
of observations with the sampling being carried out along
the diverging lines of sight, and within the volume where
the density of emitters changes. Moreover, Cho & Lazarian
(2010) predicted that for the stratified model of Galactic
dust, spectral index of E and B power approaches the Kol-
mogorov value of −11/3 for ` > 1000, whereas for ` < 1000,
the spectrum should be shallower. In fact, the E and B power
Planck 353 GHz spectra computed down to ` = 2 indicates
spectral flattening at ` < 20 (see Fig 20 of Aghanim et al.
2016; also see Vansyngel et al. 2017), consistent with our
argument. However, Planck spectra are dominated by noise
variance at ` > 1000, and thus do not have full sensitivity to
test whether the E and B power spectra follow Kolmogorov
index at these scales.
Another argument presented in Cho & Lazarian (2010)
is that if the synchrotron emissivity in the Galaxy depends
on the distance from Galactic plane, or if the geometry
of lines of sight is converging, as opposed to the usually
adopted geometry of parallel lines of sight, the spectral index
of E and B powers at low ` will be shallower than the Kol-
mogorov index. Therefore, the spectrum of polarisation pow-
ers observed by Planck for both dust and synchrotron are
not inconsistent with the results of Cho & Lazarian (2010),
as Planck probed scales of ` < 1000.
6 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this paper, we have extended our previous work from
KLP17, and shown how one can study MHD turbulence
in the ISM using CMB foreground polarisation maps: both
dust and synchrotron. The paper presents the B/E power ra-
tio as well as TE cross-correlation as a function of MA and
plasma β, for both synchrotron and dust polarisation, and
compares the results to Planck findings. By taking a model
with physical parameters MA and β, and by assuming neg-
ligible correlation between density and magnetic field, we
showed that the B/E asymmetry and a positive TE cross-
correlation both match well with Planck measurements.
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Figure 3. Ratio of B/E power for dust polarisation for various β at different Alfvén Mach number for γd = −2. Left: ratio due to each
individual MHD modes. Center: ratio for an equal mix of power of three MHD modes. Right: ratio due to equal mix of Alfvén and slow
only. The dotted line shows the observed ratio of 0.5 by Planck.
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Figure 4. Left: Synchrotron TE cross-correlation ratio for Alfvén, fast and slow modes for γsync = 1 at β = 0.1. All MHD modes
contribute to TE cross-correlation, which is nearly unity for all three MHD modes. At the benchmark case γsync = 0, TE cross-
correlation for all MHD modes is 1. Right: Dust TE cross-correlation for fast and slow modes at γd = −2. Slow modes always give
positive TE, whereas fast modes give a small negative values only at large β. Alfvén modes do not induce any temperature fluctuations,
and thus do not have any TE cross-correlation.
Our work was originally motivated by findings of
CHK17 that the observed asymmetry in E and B power for
dust polarisation as found by Planck is in tension with the
existing theoretical model of MHD turbulence. As we have
shown, this is not the case, and that the observed asym-
metry in E and B power for not just the dust but also for
the synchrotron polarisation is consistent with the existing
model of MHD turbulence. However, we stress that the dif-
ference in our findings and that of CHK17 comes not from
the difference in the analytical framework, but from the ba-
sic parameters in the problem that are used to interpret
results. Here we discuss in more detail what the differences
in the two paper are and how those affect the results for dust
polarisation, and the interpretation of those results. First,
our model for anisotropic power spectrum of the magnetic
field is built upon physically observable parameter Alfvén
Mach numnber MA, unlike CHK17, who use a λ parameter
for the characterisation of anisotropy. It is not immediately
clear how λ translates to physical observable, and thus it is
not easy to interpret whether a required value of λ is realis-
tic. Second, our model assumes uncorrelated density and the
magnetic field, whereas CHK17 assume a full correlation be-
tween the two. While this assumption does not significantly
affect the results of B/E power ratio, level of correlation
between density and the magnetic field is important in de-
termining TE cross-correlation. By comparing our results for
dust TE cross-correlation with that of CHK17, one can im-
mediately see that while there are regions in parameter space
λ, β of CHK17 where TE cross-correlation is negative, our
model gives a positive TE cross-correlation over all range of
parameter space MA, β. Clearly, our model matches better
with the Planck prediction of positive TE cross-correlation.
Moreover, as we have explained in Sec. 5.2, the numerical
prediction of our model is very consistent with the Planck
result of TE cross-correlation for dust.
Although we have argued that the asymmetry in E and
B power and TE correlation for both dust and synchrotron
polarisation arise due to MHD turbulence in the diffuse
ISM, there are several works which have tried to address
the B/E asymmetry as well as TE correlation for galac-
tic foregrounds. The work in Planck Collaboration et al.
(2016b) suggests that the dust B/E asymmetry and TE
correlation arise mainly from the alignment of cold neutral
medium (CNM) filamentary structures with the magnetic
field. Although this is also a likely explanation, we would
like stress that our model based on MHD turbulence is al-
ready sufficient to explain the observed Planck results. Sim-
ilarly, there have been several numerical works that have
tried to model the B/E asymmetry and spectral index of
E and B power. For example, Vansyngel et al. (2017) have
presented a method to simulate maps of polarised dust emis-
sion by modeling Galactic magnetic field as a superposition
of a mean uniform field and a Gaussian random turbulent
field with a power-law type power spectrum. Within their
model, they were able to successfully explain B/E asymme-
try as well as obtain the best fit for spectral indices of E
and power power consistent with the Planck result. How-
ever, their model is just mathematical and cannot be used
to constrain the physical origin of B/E asymmetry and TE
correlation.
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The formalism we have developed in this paper will be
useful in CMB foreground separation for cosmological stud-
ies. However, our formalism can also be applied to polari-
sation data from individual turbulent clouds to study their
turbulence properties. This will be a valuable addition to
the existing techniques which rely mostly on emission and
absorption lines (see Kandel et al. 2016). Several degenera-
cies like angle between the magnetic field and the LOS,
Alfvén Mach number, plasma β, and composition of indi-
vidual MHD modes exist in these studies which use emis-
sion and absorption lines. As we have shown in this paper,
both dust polarisation and synchrotron polarisation data are
valuable tools to break these degeneracy. Future works will
likely show the rich understanding of MHD turbulence one
can extract using polarisation data.
The main results of the paper are listed below.
• The Planck result of B/E power ratio for dust and syn-
chrotron polarisation is not inconsistent with the theoret-
ical picture of MHD turbulence as long as turbulence in
the ISM is sub-Alfvénic, with MA . 0.5 and fast modes
are sub-dominant. This is consistent with the expectation
of sub-Alfvénic turbulence in high Galactic latitudes.
• The TE cross-correlation of ∼ 0.82 for dust predicted
by Planck fits with our model calculation, which assumes
uncorrelated density-magnetic field. Thus, the reported TE
correlations can be used as yet another argument in favour
of the flux-freezing violation in turbulent fluids in the high
Galactic latitudes.
• The TE cross-correlation together with measurements
of B/E power ratio is a powerful method to constrain MA
and dominance of individual MHD modes. For example, as
we showed in this paper, for dust polarisation, the contri-
bution of fast modes in TE correlation at high β is negli-
gible, and thus measuring a positive TE correlation would
imply the dominance of slow and Alfvén modes, whereas TE
cross-correlation close to 0 would imply dominance of fast
and Alfvén modes.
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APPENDIX A: E AND B MODE
DESCRIPTION: GENERAL PROCEDURE
Here we present necessary theoretical framework to study
dust and synchrotron polarisation due to MHD turbulence,
which consists three modes: incompressible Alfvén mode,
and compressible fast and slow modes. We provide expres-
sions for power of E and B polarisation modes due to each
MHD cascade, in a general form that will be applicable to
both dust and synchrotron polarisation with appropriate
modifications.
A1 Synchrotron polarisation
For synchrotron radiation the two-dimensional projection of
an emitting volume has polarisation P,sync = Q + iU and
intensity I,sync emissivities of the following form
P = Async,P Hγsync⊥ (Hx + iHy)
2 , (A1)
I = Async Hγsync⊥ |Hx + iHy|2
= AI,syncHγsync+2⊥ . (A2)
Here X = (x, y) is the 2D position vector on the sky,
Async,P and Async,I are amplitudes that depend on several
parameters like number density of relativistic electrons and
H⊥ =
√
H2x +H2y . The power γsync of the dependence on
magnetic field strength, can be, in principle fractional and
depends on the spectrum of relativistic electrons. However
γsync = 0 describes the correlation properties of the system
reasonably well (see Lazarian & Pogosyan 2012).
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We now consider the fluctuation of polarised emission.
In the coordinate frame where x-axis is aligned with sky pro-
jection of the mean magnetic field, H0 = H0(sin θ, 0, cos θ),
δP = APHγsync+20 (sin θ)
γsync+1
(
2δHx + iδHy
H0
+ γsync
δH⊥
H0
)
,
(A3)
where δH⊥ = δHx. Using Eq. (11), it can be shown that the
E and B amplitude in a given Fourier mode of wavevector
k transverse to the LOS in a box of radial width ∆r have a
form
E˜ + iB˜ = An0Hγsync+20
∆r
r2
e−2iψ(sin θ)γsync+1
(
2δH˜x + iδH˜y
H0
+γsync
δH˜⊥
H0
)
,
(A4)
where H˜x is the Fourier transform of the x-component of
magnetic field and so on. With the above equation, we finally
have
E˜ = An0Hγsync+20
∆r
r2
(sin θ)γsync+1
(
(2 + γsync) cos 2ψ
δH˜x
H0
+2 sin 2ψ δH˜y
H0
)
,
(A5)
and
B˜ = An0Hγsync+20
∆r
r2
(sin θ)γsync+1
(
− (2 + γsync) sin 2ψ δH˜x
H0
+2 cos 2ψ δH˜y
H0
)
,
(A6)
Re-writing the magnetic-field perturbations in-terms of two
transverse-vector modes, those in Alfvén wave and in slow
and fast waves direction, we have
E˜ = −AsyncHγsync+20
∆r
r2
(sin θ)γsync (2− γsync cos 2ψ)sinα
× sin θ sinψ
(
cos θ δH˜a
H0
+ sin θ sinψ δH˜p
H0
)
, (A7)
and
B˜ = −AsyncHγsync+20
∆r
r2
(sin θ)γsync
(
2 + 2γsync sin2 ψ
)
sinα
× sin θ cosψ
(
cos θ δH˜a
H0
+ sin θ sinψ δH˜p
H0
)
,
(A8)
where subscript a represents Alfvén mode and p represents
compressible modes.
Using Eqs. (A7) and (A8), we finally have for Alfvén
mode
〈E˜2〉sync,a ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+2 cos2 θ sin2 ψ
×
(2− γsync cos 2ψ
sinα
)2
Pa,H(α) , (A9)
and
〈B˜2〉sync,a ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+2 cos2 θ cos2 ψ
×
(
2 + 2γsync sin2 ψ
sinα
)2
Pa,H(α) . (A10)
Similarly, for slow and fast modes, we have
〈E˜2〉sync,i ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+4 sin4 ψ
×
(2− γsync cos 2ψ
sinα
)2
Pi,H(α) , (A11)
and
〈B˜2〉sync,i ∝ (sin θ)2γsync+4 sin2 ψ cos2 ψ
×
(
2 + 2γsync sin2 ψ
sinα
)2
Pi,H(α) . (A12)
A2 Dust
The formalism for dust emission has been presented in
CHK17. Here we reproduce the necessary steps both for
completeness of exposition and for comparison with the case
of synchrotron. The polarised emmisivity and intensity of
the dust is taken in the form
P = Ad,P nHγd(Hx + iHy)2 , (A13)
I = Ad,I n . (A14)
with the degree of polarisation
p ≡ |P |
I
= Ad,P
Ad,I
Hγd+2 . (A15)
Here n is the dust particles number density, Ad,P and Ad,I
are amplitudes of the emissivity. and H =
√
H2x +H2y +H2z
is the magnetic field magnitude. The power index γd de-
scribes dependence of the polarisation level on the strength
of the magnetic field. The benchmark case is γd = −2 when
this dependence is absent and the magnetic field defines only
the direction of the polarisation.
Our descriptions of dust and synchrotron emission have
many formal similarities, but let us point out the major
differences. Firstly, the intensity of synchrotron is directly
determined by the strength of the magnetic field, while in-
tensity of dust emission is primarily determined by the dust
particle density. Secondly, the density of the dust emitters
fluctuates in the turbulent medium, while the density of
synchrotron emitting relativistic electrons is taken constant.
For dust, density fluctuations contribute additional source
of fluctuations both to polarisation and intensity measures
and their correlations. Lastly, we expect different values for
the power indexes γsync and γd.
Let us now consider the fluctuations in the polarised
emissivity:
δd = Adn0Hγd+20
(
2 sin θ δHx + iδHy
H0
+ γd sin2 θ
δH
H0
+ sin2 θ δn
n
)
,
(A16)
where δH = sin θ δHx + cos θ δHz. Using Eq. (11), it can be
shown that the E and B amplitude in a given Fourier mode
of wavevector k transverse to the LOS in a box of radial
width ∆r have a form (see CHK17)
E˜ + iB˜ = Adn0Hγd+20
∆r
r2
e−2iψ
(
2 sin θ δH˜x + iδH˜y
H0
+γd sin2 θ
δH˜
H0
+ sin2 θ δn˜
n0
)
, (A17)
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where H˜x is the Fourier transform of the x-component of
magnetic field and so on. With the above equation, we finally
have
E˜ = Adn0Hγd+20
∆r
r2
(
2 sin θ cos 2ψ δH˜x
H0
+ 2 sin θ sin 2ψ δH˜y
H0
+γd sin2 θ cos 2ψ
δH˜
H0
+ sin2 θ cos 2ψ δn˜
n0
)
,
(A18)
and
B˜ = Adn0Hγd+20
∆r
r2
(
− 2 sin θ sin 2ψ δH˜x
H0
+ 2 sin θ cos 2ψ δH˜y
H0
−γd sin2 θ sin 2ψ δH˜
H0
− sin2 θ sin 2ψ δn˜
n0
)
,
(A19)
Re-writing the magnetic-field perturbations in-terms of two
transverse-vector modes, those in Alfvén wave and in slow
and fast waves direction, we have (see CHK17)
E˜ = Adn0Hγd+20
∆r
r2
(
− δH˜a
H0
sin 2θ sinψsinα
− sin
2 θ(1− cos 2ψ(1 + γd sin2 α))
sinα
δH˜p
H0
+ sin2 θ cos 2ψ δn˜
n0
)
, (A20)
and
B˜ = Adn0Hγd+20
∆r
r2
(
− δH˜a
H0
sin 2θ cosψsinα
− sin
2 θ sin 2ψ
(
1 + γd sin2 α
)
sinα
δH˜p
H0
− sin2 θ sin 2ψ δn˜
n0
)
,
(A21)
where subscript a represents Alfvén mode and p represents
compressible modes.
Alfvén modes do not induce any density fluctuations
and therefore they give
〈E˜2〉d,a ∝ sin2 2θ sin
2 ψ
sin2 αPa,H(α) , (A22)
and
〈B˜2〉d,a ∝ sin2 2θ cos
2 ψ
sin2 α Pa,H(α) . (A23)
For slow and fast modes, assuming uncorrelated density
and magnetic field, we have
〈E˜2〉d,i ∝ sin
4 θ(1− cos 2ψ(1 + γd sin2 α))2
sin2 α Pi,H(α)
+ sin4 θ cos2 2ψPi,ρ(α) , (A24)
and
〈B˜2〉d,i ∝ sin
4 θ sin2 2ψ(1 + γd sin2 α)2
sin2 α Pi,H(α)
+ sin4 θ sin2 2ψPi,ρ(α) . (A25)
A3 Quantities of Interest
The main quantity of interest for us is of power in E mode,
which we define to be
Pi,E =
∫
dΩ E˜2 , (A26)
and power in B mode defined as
Pi,B =
∫
dΩ B˜2 , (A27)
and the ratio of B to E power
R =
∫
dΩB˜2∫
dΩE˜2
. (A28)
This ratio has been obtained from the Planck survey at high
galactic latitudes for both dust and synchrotron. In Eqs.
(A26)-(A28), each integral represent three dimensional an-
gular averaging.
Eqs. (A26)-(A28) are only applicable for individual
MHD modes. In reality, MHD turbulence contains mixture
of MHD modes, each with different wave-spectrum, and
therefore in such cases, one has to use the full expression
(c.f Eq. (14))
R =
∫
dr dΩ B˜2(k = `/r)/r2∫
dr dΩ E˜2(k = `/r)/r2
. (A29)
Assuming equal power in all three MHD modes at injection
scale, one can obtain a following expression for B/E power
ratio
R = Pa,B + Ps,B + Pf,B`
−1/6
Pa,E + Ps,E + Pf,E`−1/6
, (A30)
where Pa,E , Pa,B are the amplitudes of power of E mode
and B mode, respectively, of Alfvén mode one obtains after
carrying out angular integration of power spectrum, and so
on for fast and slow modes. Eq. A30 shows that the E/B
power ratio is weakly sensitive to `, and for most cases one
can effectively ignore the ` dependence all together.
To simplify evaluation of all the angular integra-
tion, we transform {θ, ψ} → {$,α} through cos θ =
sinα cos$, sin θ sinψ = sinα sin$, and sin θ cosψ = cosα,
such that integration is carried over dΩ = sinα dα d$.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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